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29-1521 
Visio-Tek™ 

Polarized Microscope 
$349.00

Professional craftsmen and technicians who demand perfection in precision tools have relied on Grobet USA® equipment for  
more than 140 years. Sought after by dentists, optometrists, and machinists, as well as jewelers, Grobet USA tools are 
renowned for quality, durability, and exacting specifications. 

Although Grobet USA carries a wide range of products for jewelers, our experts have settled on a couple of favorites: SUPER 
PIKE sawblades and Panther burs.  An evolution of the popular PIKE blades, Swiss-made SUPER PIKE sawblades offer  
unparalleled heat resistance and cutting power. And Panther hardened steel burs, made in Germany and celebrated for their  
precision performance, are longtime favorites of our customers. 

Swiss-Made SUPER PIKE Sawblades 
(Sold in packs of 144)

Swiss-Made PIKE Sawblades 
(Sold in packs of 144)

     Item # Size             Price
  49-4001  #1   $19.75
  49-4002   #2    $19.75
  49-4003   #3    $19.75
  49-4004 #4   $19.75
  49-4005  #5    $24.15
  49-4006  #6   $25.25
  49-4008 #8    $28.55
  49-4010  #1/0    $19.75
  49-4020   #2/0    $19.75
  49-4030   #3/0     $19.75
  49-4040   #4/0    $21.95
  49-4050   #5/0   $24.15
  49-4060   #6/0  $25.25
  49-4070   #7/0   $27.45
  49-4080   #8/0  $29.65
  49-4100   #10    $31.25
  49-4120   #12   $36.80
  49-4140  #14     $40.10 

Swiss-Made PIKE Sawblades  
(Sold in packs of 12)

     Item # Size             Price
  50-4001  #1   $3.30
  50-4002   #2    $3.30
  50-4003   #3    $3.30
  50-4004 #4   $3.30
  50-4005  #5    $3.60
  50-4006  #6   $4.00
  50-4008 #8    $4.20
  50-4010  1/0     $2.81
  50-4020   2/0     $3.30
  50-4030   3/0      $3.30
  50-4040   4/0      $3.20
  50-4050   5/0      $4.00
  50-4060   6/0     $4.20
  50-4070   7/0    $4.40
  50-4080   8/0     $4.40
  50-4100   #10     $5.10
  50-4120   #12   $5.50
  50-4140  #14    $5.95 

29-1520 
Visio-Tek™ 

Standard Microscope 
$309.00

29-1522 
Visio-Tek™ 

UV Microscope 
$349.00

     Item # Size             Price
  49-4230 #8/0 $30.00
  49-4230   #7/0 $30.00
  49-4230   #6/0 $30.00
  49-4230 #5/0 $29.00
  49-4230  #4/0   $29.00
  49-4230  #3/0 $29.00
  49-4230 #2/0  $29.00
  49-4230 #0    $29.00
  49-4230   #1    $29.00
  49-4230  #2      $29.00
  49-4230 #3    $29.00
  49-4230   #4    $29.00
  49-4230   #5    $29.00
  49-4230  #6    $29.00
  49-4230   #8    $29.00 

Versatile and portable, these digital  
microscopes utilize both Wi-Fi and USB  
transmission. Visio-Tek can be connected to 
iOS and Android smartphones or tablets via 
the Visio-Tek App, as well as through  
Wi-Fi/USB connection to Windows and Mac 
computers or labtops. Using Visio-Tek  
dedicated software, you can capture pictures, 
shoot videos, and take measurements. This 
is the state-of-the-art way to observe the 
micro-world.
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21-0740 
Pro-Cut Bur Lube 

$6.00

Premium Assorted Needle File Set

        Item     Description       Price
    31-8044         Premium Assorted Needle File Set/7 in Cut 0      $48.95

    31-8046         Premium Assorted Needle File Set/ww7 in Cut 2   $48.95

Panther 90° Bur Set Fig #156C

      Item   Description                 Price
  77-1197  Panther 90° Hart Bur Set/12 (.90mm-3.5mm)   $23.55
  77-1198   Panther 90° Hart Bur Set/12 (2.7mm-5mm)    $38.90
  77-1199   Panther 90° Hart Bur Set/12 (.90mm-4.5mm)    $54.20
  77-10004 Individual Bur/pack of 6                            $9.05-$20.10

Panther Short Bur

      Item   Description                 Price
  77-1001S     Panther Short Round Set/20        $15.30
  77-10035     Individual Round Burs .50mm-1.4mm     $4.85
  77-1002S      Panther 90° Hart Bur Set/16      $29.60
  77-10036     Individual 90° Burs .90mm-1.6mm        $11.95
  77-1003S      Panther 70° Hart Bur Set/16       $16.35
  77-10037    Individual 70° Burs .90mm-1.6mm      $11.95

Panther Round Bur Set Fig #1

      Item   Description                 Price
   77-1097   Panther Round Bur Set/12 (.5mm-2.5mm)     $8.90
   77-1098 Panther Round Bur Set/12 (3.1mm-8.0mm)   $48.25
   77-1099 Panther Round Bur Set/24 (.4mm-3.1mm)   $16.50
   77-10003 Individual Burs/pack of 6      $3.55-$156.55

Panther Setting Bur Set Fig #413

      Item   Description                 Price
   77-1497   Panther Setting Bur Set/12 (1mm-4mm)   $27.70
   77-1498 Panther Setting Bur Set/12 (3mm-8mm)   $45.90
   77-1499 Panther Setting Bur Set/24 (.1mm-6mm)   $63.60
    77-10007 Individual Burs .90mm-8.0mm $10.65-$28.90
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34-2000  
Bench Lathe  

2 Spindle 110V, $229.00

34-2015 
Polishing Hood 

$275.00

34-2239 
Variable Speed Dust Collector  

$799.00

34-2243 
SR Motor Kit with FCT Foot Pedal  

and #30 Handpiece, $229.00

34-2255 
Foredom TX300 Kit 

$280.00

34-6100 
Foredom Portable Rotary  
Micromotor Kit, $399.00

Best known as the manufacturer of the iconic Foredom® Flex Shaft, Foredom also carries an evolving line of popular benchtop 
tools, including wax carvers, bench lathes, and dust collectors. Everything Foredom makes exhibits the dependability and 
quality associated with its famous rotary tools. Based in Bethel, CT, Foredom has been in existence since 1922, and it’s hard 
to find a jewelry shop without a Foredom Flex Shaft (or two, or five) in the shop. Stuller proudly carries Foredom machines, as 
well as all of the accessories you might need to get the most out of them.

Micromotor with pocket size control unit has 
built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery for  
the ultimate in portability. Variable speed up  
to 30,000 RPM.

Foredom's new variable speed MADC20 Dust Collector is whisper 
quite at 52dbA with powerful suction at 115CFM. The cyclone with 
polycarbonate collection chamber pre-filters 99% of all debris and 
the HEPA filter eliminates 99.98% of debris up to 0.3 micron. This 
quality-built single-station unit has casters for easy portability, is  
simple to use, and is basically maintenance free. It is an excellent 
companion to Foredom's MALC15 Lighted Work Chamber, but it is  
a stand-alone unit for collecting dust from grinding, polishing,  
deburring and sanding wood, metal, die stone, plaster, and many 
other materials.
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34-1010  
Motor Hanger Only 

$59.00

34-1010  
LED Light Bar 

$139.00

34-1010  
Bur Holder Arm 

$69.00

34-1010  
Magnetic Tool Arm 

$109.00

34-1010  
Cup Holder Arm 

$55.00

34-1010  
Accessory Tray Arm 

$59.00

34-1010  
Peg Arm 
$69.00

34-1010  
Multi Handpiece Arm 

$75.00

34-1010  
Dual Handpiece Reset 

$29.00

34-1010  
Support Rod 25¾" 

$42.00

34-1010  
Support Rod 17¾" 

$39.00

Additional items sold separately.
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26-1701  
RinGenie Vise Adapter  

$175.00

26-1701  
The RinGenie Vise  

$675.00

26-1700  
RinGenie the Complete Kit 

$695.00

26-1701  
Versatile Ring Holder for RinGenie  

$199.00

RinGenie™ devices help you work smart and fast, boosting productivity and accuracy in milling, drilling, channel cutting, 
engraving, inlaying, and more. Particularly popular for jewelers with a need for speed and precision in engraving and layout 
work, the RinGenie and its suite of adapters offer unprecedented flexibility. Made in America by SDL Precision, the RinGenie 
is a revolutionary device that is destined to be a classic tool for generations of jewelers to come. 

The RinGenie Vise is ideal for diamond and jewel setting as 
well as engraving. It is designed for optics or non-optic use and 
is small enough to be used with one hand for ease of mobility 
yet is designed for use under a microscope. What makes the 
RinGenie Vise revolutionary is the stationary pins that make 
adjusting the levers for movement much easier.

The RinGenie is a money-making time saver. Layout with  
precision and speed. Accuracy in drilling and milling and precise 
channel cutting fine incremental settings with 360 degree 
rotation. Easy spindle-locking thumb screw.

Once you use it, you will know why it is called the RinGenie, 
because it's like magic.
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26-1701  
RinGenie Angle Adapter Kit  

$225.00

26-1701  
Universal Adapter Holder  
Set for RinGenie, $145.00

26-1701  
1 Degree Adapter for RinGenie  

$250.00

26-1700  
RinGenie Bench Mate Adapter  

$74.95

26-1701  
Side Helper for RinGenie  

$91.00

26-1701  
Side Helper Kit for RinGenie  

$140.00

The RinGenie adapter is made of 
aircraft quality aluminum. It's used 
to adapt the RinGenie body to be 
held in other devices.
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29-4777  
Professional LED Dazor  

Classic Arm Lamp, 41", clamp base, black 
$346.45

13-1799  
Dazor Led Jewelers  

4-Bulb Bench Lamp, black 
$168.42

13-1798  
Dazor Ecoflex 7-LED 

Bench Light on 25" Flexible  
Gooseneck Arm with Clamp, black  

$209.95

13-1781  
Saturn Led Bench Light on 25" 

Flexible Gooseneck Arm  
with Clamp, black  

$269.36

For the pristine lighting you need to do your job well, it’s hard to beat American-made Dazor® lights and magnifiers. A leading 
manufacturer of task lighting solutions for a variety of industries, Dazor was founded in 1938 and has been a trusted name in 
the jewelry business for decades. In addition to their best-in-class Spectrowave grading cabinets, they carry an ever-evolving 
line of portable magnifiers and bench lamps. In a business where the right lighting is crucial, you can put your trust in the 
products of this reliable American brand.

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
DAZOR ®

29-2504  
Dazor 24-LED Portable Magnifier 

$62.95

29-2504  
Dazor 12-LED Portable Magnifier 

$52.45

29-4778  
Professional LED Dazor  

Classic Arm Lamp, 31", clamp base, black 
$346.45
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13-1802  
Classic Dazor 2-Bulb Bench  

Lamp, desk base, gray  
$243.65

13-1803  
Classic Dazor 2-Bulb  

Bench Lamp, desk base, gray  
$255.99

13-1801  
Classic Dazor 2-Bulb  

Bench Lamp, clamp base, black 
$220.45

13-1806  
Classic Dazor 3-Bulb  

Bench Lamp, clamp base, black  
$235.00

13-1699  
Spectrowave Display and  

Color Grading Cabinet,  
Black and Mahogany Wood 

$1,412.25

13-1699  
Spectrowave  

Color Grading Cabinet, 
Natural Wood  

$1,343.57

13-1699  
Spectrowave Display and Color 

Grading Cabinet, Mahogany Wood  
$1,343.57

13-1800 
Classic Dazor 2-Bulb  

Bench Lamp, clamp base, gray 
$220.45

13-1808 
Classic Dazor 3-Bulb  

Bench Lamp, desk base, black  
$275.26
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RBAT: BASIC 
Renata Basic Watch Battery Kit  

$164.95

51-2075 
Platinum PCT 101  

Carat Scale, 100ct x 0.005ct  
$84.00

23-5906  
GemOro UltraSpa Combo  

Ultrasonic and 50PSI Steamer 
$149.97

15-2009  
Brilliant Spa Black Diamond 50PSI Steamer 

$99.95

A leading innovator in the field of jewelry tools and equipment, Kessler is particularly well-known for its GemOro line of  
gemological, cleaning, weighing, and testing equipment. This includes diamond and moissanite testers, gold testers, CZ master 
sets, microscopes, scales, and much more. Below, we’ve listed a few of Kessler’s mainstays, such as the Elite Model 1067  
Microscope and their popular Platinum carat scale. We’ve also included a few of their latest innovations, including their trusted 
Testerossa diamond, moissanite, and white sapphire tester which identifies new low conductivity Forever One™ moissanite. 
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56-7838  
GemOro Testerossa Diamond, Moissanite, and White 

Sapphire Tester with UltraDock 3 Charging Station Identifies 
New Low Electrically Conductivity Forever One™ Moissanite, 

Talking Feature Speaks in 9 Languages 
$299.00

29-4749  
GemOro Elite Model DSPro 1067 Signature Microscope 10×-67×Zoom 

$2,395.00

29-2714  
GemOro CZ Master Set Pro 2 with Daylight/UV 

LED Lighting - 1.00ct 10 Stone Set E-N 
$389.00

29-2713  
GemOro CZ Master Set Pro 2 Daylight/UV  

LED Lighting - .50ct 10 Stone Set E-N 
$299.00

56-7615 
GemOro AuRACLE AGT Blue Mobile Bluetooth 

Gold and Platinum Tester 10K-24K 
$399.00

56-7618  
GemOro Auracle AGT3 Digital Gold 

and Platinum Tester 6K-24K 
$549.00

by
CHARLES 
& COLVARD

RECOMMENDED

CREATED MOISSANITE
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47-4040  
Quatro Velocity X1  

Dust Collector 
$950.00

47-4043  
Quatro Velocity X2  

Dust Collector 
$1,199.00

47-4046  
Quatro Velocity X4 

Dust Collector 
$1,495.00

47-4201  
Quatro Basic Dust Collector 

$399.95

47-4208  
Quatro CB Polisher 

$699.00

47-4063  
Quatro CollectAll Dust Collector  

with Charcoal Filter 
$1,595.00

Keep your shop clean, quiet, and safe, and maximize precious metal recovery with one of Quatro’s state-of-the-art machines.  
Quatro™ leads the field in polishing and grinding stations for jewelers, offering powerful air filtration solutions that won’t  
overwhelm you with operating noise. Stuller carries a range of Quatro units, from basic dust collectors to advanced stand-alone 
stations. Invest in a Quatro machine and start breathing easy again.  
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Most efficient and powerful polishing station on the market with 
whisper-quiet technology for the jewelry industry. Captures gold 
& platinum in two separate bags, so platinum dust can be kept 
separate. Specially designed filter bypass system maximizes 
efficient rouge capture

   - Easy cleanout of storage chamber at your convenience  
     prolongs life of filter bags 
   - Most efficient polishing station on the market 
   - True HEPA Filter, ensures 99.97% efficiency on the capture   
     of precious metal particles 
   - Two workstations with Two SEPARATE collection bags,   
     allowing for the separation of precious metals (platinum dust  
     captured in one ClearView filter bag and gold dust captured in  
     the other) 
   - CoolBlue motors supplied are ½ HP, 2-speed 
   - Quiet, yet powerful, optional silencer available for more noise    
     suppression (PN: H250) 
   - LED ClearView Hoods provide for a dust-free work  
     environment 
   - Continuous-duty motor for long-term performances 
   - A little less airflow but much higher suction, allowing   
     filters to last longer. (model 47-2221 High Volume) 
   - Drawers shown on unit are sold separately

47-4221  
Quatro Stand-Up Polishing Unit, ½ HP 

$2,570.00

47-4221  
Quatro Stand-Up  

Polishing Unit, high volume  
$2,999.00

47-4999  
Quatro Deluxe Junior  

Polishing Unit, with Polishing Motor 
$1,595.00

- Design ensures that your shop is clean (model c/w ClearView)  
- Capture your gold inside filter bag, then send it for refining  
- HEPA filter guarantees clean environment and ensures that air  
  leaving the unit is absolutely clean.  
- ClearView enclosure contains all precious metals  
- Maximum free air 600 CFM, 2 speed motor ½ hp.  
- LED Light included.
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47-4123  
Arbe Jewelers Bench  

Vacuum System 
$561.54

22-1305  
Master Cast with Oil-Less  

Vacuum Pump 
$1,595.00

14-4990  
Ultra Quiet Oil-Free  

Air Compressor 6-gallon, $635.00

22-7921  
Adjustable Flask Tong  

$143.85

22-7923  
Crucible Tong  

$143.85

22-7922  
Spring Action Flask Tong  

$143.85

Made in the U.S.A. since 1975, Arbe carries a very well-regarded, economical line of machines and equipment for different 
types of jewelry work. Their casting and polishing products are a big favorite with Stuller tools experts and with our customers, 
and we’ve listed a few of their best-selling and go-to items below. All Arbe equipment comes with a one-year warranty, and 
the company is known throughout the industry for exceptional quality, value, and service. 

22-7432  
Wax Injector, 2¾ Quart  

$470.00

22-7429  
Wax Injector, 4-Quart  

$669.23

These compressors have been  
engineered and built with the 
latest technology to provide high 
quality clean air for the jewelry, 
dental and medical markets. 
The Oil-Free Dual Piston Pump 
System allows the air compressor 
to work more efficiently creating 
less noise and less wear for a  
longer pump life. 
 
   - 6-gallon capacity  
   - 600 watts  
   - Airflow: 118 liters per minute  
   - Maximum pressure: 8 bar 
   - Noise: 52 decibels  
   - Oil-less operation,  
     maintenance free  
   - Dimensions: 16"×16"×21" 
   - 110 Volts

22-7435  
Standard Model  

Heavy Duty Vulcanizer  
$669.95
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22-1304  
Centrifugal Floor Model  

Casting Machine 
$6,343.15

45-4044  
Plating Rectifier  

with Leads, 25 Amp  
$356.40

47-4220  
Enclosed Double Hood  

Sit Down Model  
Polishing System, $3,094.80

47-4775  
Enclosed Tabletop  
Polishing Machine 

$846.15

22-1302  
Combination Casting and  

Vacuum Investing Machine  
$16,153.85

   - Space-saving design incorporates both casting and investing  
     in one unit  
   - Heavy-duty design and fabrication with the strongest vacuum pump  
     in the market  
   - Vacuum storage tank enables instantaneous pull around casting flask  
   - Foot pedal operated for hands-free use  
   - Large flask capacity: up to: 6" diameter and 9" height - 20"×20"    
     Investment table 
   - Dimensions: 42" W×22" D×44" H

The unit that pioneered the centrifugal casting technology 
in the jewelry industry. "Broken" arm designs allows  
maximum metal flow into flask.  
 
   - Automatic digital count down timer  
   - Adjustable speed  
   - 1⁄3 hp motor  
   - Dimensions: 30" W×30" D×39" H  
   - 110V 

Totally enclosed hoods with exclusive super-flow technology directing 100% air flow 
into inlets. The most powerful dust collector manufactured in the industry. First stage 
cartridge filter captures all solid particulate down to 1⁄3 micron, second stage HEPA 
exhaust filter at 99.99% efficiency captures all airborne allergens including dust and 
pollen. Polishing system incorporates a high base and heavy-duty, totally sealed, and 
permanently lubricated ball bearing PROSERIES line of polishing motors rated at 3450 
RPM. 1100 CFM. Dimensions: 48" W×24" D×43"H.
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14-0143  
Orion 150s Welder with  

Floating Microscope Package 
$5,500.00

The Orion 150s is a powerful addition to the Orion line of pulse-arc  
welders. Like all Orion welders, the Orion 150s features a large touch 
screen interface that streamlines and simplifies the welding process  
— allowing users to do more and to work more efficiently. Users have 
many features available to them including high-frequency agitation 
for added penetration and weld strength, adaptive weld ignition for 
longer electrode life, customizable save settings for fast and easy 
switching between weld settings, fully update and upgrade software 
options, and so much more. The Orion 150s continues the Orion  
legacy by providing the most high-tech, versatile, and affordable  
welding solution on the market today.

14-0161  
Orion Mpulse 

$2,074.00

The mPulse power settings range from 5.0ws to 30ws, 
in 2.5ws increments—that’s 11 different power settings 
to choose from. The weld spot size on the smallest  
setting is nearly 1mm, depending upon your material. 
The largest setting of 30ws will yield a weld spot  
approximately 1.5mm in diameter, again, depending 
upon the material you’re welding.

The mPulse works amazingly well with gold, silver and 
many other metals used in jewelry creation and repair. 
It’s a superior alternative to any solder application; and, 
measuring in at 5.5"×5.25"×3.625", the mPulse takes up 
almost no space on your bench.

Orion™ welders offer you the most cutting-edge technology in pulse arc welding for the jewelry business. They are highly  
versatile, allowing you to easily harness the speed and power of this technology for various tasks, including ring resizing, 
porosity-filling, prong-tipping, and much more. And despite their state-of-the-art features, they come in a range of affordable 
price points. 

Orion was founded in 2008 with the goal of making pulse arc technology accessible and available to a broader market, and 
they continue to lead the field. A smart investment for jewelers, goldsmiths, or silversmiths, Orion machines offer a feature-rich 
package that will quickly save you time and money.
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14-0160  
Orion Pulse 200i2 Welder 

$7,900.00

14-0141  
Orion 100c Arc Welder  

with Floating Microscope Package 
$4,500.00

This compact model was designed and developed 
to meet the needs of the market with a smaller 
footprint to save bench space, easy-to-use touch 
screen interface for quick access and adjustments 
of welding parameters, high-frequency agitation 
options for difficult to weld metals, and more at a 
low initial cost. Two different weld modes: Pulse 
Arc Mode and Micro Mode. Whether an  
application requires high power welding needs 
such as silver, or intricate, precise welds around 
precious stones, it has the flexibility to weld with 
power and precision.

The Orion 200i² is packed with new features that will simplify the welding needs of any 
jeweler, goldsmith, or silversmith. Innovative new features include — the new Pico weld 
mode for intricate welds as small as 0.01 Joules of energy, to achieve truly microscopic weld 
joints; user selectable up to 200 joules of energy for large silver or platinum pieces; a large 
10" touch screen interface with one-touch access to all welding parameters; the ultimate 
space saving design; and three unique pulse shape wave form options to choose from:  
Classic Orion (for Orion users that have come to love welds produced by the Orion 150i), 
Triangle (for weld smoothing), and Square (laser like welding.  And introducing the new 
Seam mode—a revolutionary breakthrough in micro pulse arc welding. Seam mode allows 
users to mimic laser welding with weld speeds up to 30 welds/sec. Keeping in the Orion 
tradition of excellent customer service, training, and support we have added on-screen 
resources, which include video tutorials and a detailed product user manual. The patent 
pending Orion 200i² gives you the precision and speed of a laser with the versatility, power, 
and ease of a pulse arc welder.

   - New 10" touch screen display 
   - New Pico mode for extremely small and precise welds 
   - Three Pulse Waveforms - Classic, new Triangle, new Square 
   - New Seam mode - weld up to 30 welds/second 
   - High frequency agitation - including new negative agitation 
   - New Internal weld monitoring to provide weld consistency and automatically  
     optimize weld parameters 
   - Advanced waveform shaping options 
   - Adaptive Weld Ignition™ - for extended electrode tip life 
   - Intelligent Welding™ and MyWeld™ software 
   - Update software via USB port 
   - Pulse arc and resistance welding technology in one machine 
   - 5×-10× microscope with built-in shutter for superior viewing without green lens  
     obstruction
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Ultrasonic cleaning can help you generate additional income by boosting the efficiency and quality of repair work, and L&R®  
Ultrasonics set the standard for this technology. Established over 85 years ago, built in the United States, and trusted by  
generations of jewelers, L&R offers a range of powerful yet compact ultrasonic cleaning machines, including the Quantrex 
Q210 and the popular PC3 Personal Cleaner. Stuller also carries L&R’s custom-formulated jewelry and watch solutions for a 
wide variety of cleaning applications. 

D 
C E

B F
A G 

A. 54-4392 

B. 54-4393

C. 54-4394 

D. 54-4395 

E. 54-4397 

F. 54-4402 

G. 54-4403 

Item # Ammoniated
Non- 

Ammoniated
Jewelry 
Cleaner

Waterless
Compound 
Remover

Clock 
Cleaner

Watch 
Cleaner

Watch Rinse Fast Drying
Container  

Size

1 Gallon

1 Gallon

1 Gallon

1 Gallon

1 Gallon

1 Gallon

1 Gallon

L&R Cleaning Solutions
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23-5850  
L&R PC3 Ultrasonic  

$170.00

23-5854  
L&R Quantrex Q90 Ultrasonic 

$315.00

23-5858  
L&R Quantrex Q140 Ultrasonic  

$455.00

23-5859  
L&R Quantrex Q210 Ultrasonic  

$897.00

L&R Quantrex systems are manufactured with vinyl-clad steel 
housings, stainless steel tanks, and premium system 
components. Their contemporary design and quiet operation are 
a complement to the importance of beauty and elegance within 
the jewelry industry. The Quantrex line is backed by the most 
comprehensive warranty in the industry—all defects in materials 
or workmanship are covered for 2½ years.  
 
   - Tank dimensions: 4¾" x 33⁄8" x 25⁄8"  
   - Tank capacity: 18oz - Overall dimensions: 53⁄8" x 41⁄8" x 4¾"  
   - 117V AC  
   - Peak output: 70 watts  
   - Heater, timer, and basket not included.

- Tank dimensions: 57⁄8" x 53⁄8" x 4"  
- Timer and heater included.  
- Capacity: 2 quarts (1.9 liters)  
- 117V AC - Overall dimensions: 67⁄8" x 63⁄8" x 87⁄8"  
- Fits Two-quart baskets  
- Maximum temperature 150°  
- Peak output: 160W, 43 kHz - Not for use with soft stones.

- Tank dimensions: 93⁄8" x 53⁄8" x 4" 
- Peak output: 270W  
- Capacity: 33⁄8 quarts  
- Timer and heater  
- Overall dimensions: 103⁄8" x 63⁄8" x 8"  
- 117V AC  
- Fits 2-quart and 3-quart baskets.

- Tank dimensions: 93⁄8" x 53⁄8" x 4"  
- Peak output: 400W, 43 kHz  
- Capacity: 6 quarts  
- Timer and heater included  
- Fits 2-quart or 3-quart baskets
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Tools and equipment are priced at jeweler’s cost. Prices subject to change.  
For current pricing and availability and to see the entire collection, visit Stuller.com.

Stuller.com        800 877 7777

- Eliminates odor, vapors, and particulate matter  
  migrating throughout the workplace  
- Illuminated work area  
- Small footprint friendly  
- Can operate 24/7, allowing beakers to be left  
  inside contained area  
- Designed for quiet operation  
- Can be ducted to the outside

47-6010  
Rhodium Containment Hood 

$1,249.00


